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“We recently said goodbye to
Sally Styles as CEO of the Hair
Council. I would like to thank
Sally for her passion and hard
work over the past 27 years.
She has been a huge asset to the Hair
Council and will be missed tremendously.
With huge shoes to fill, our new Registrar is
Keith Conniford, who will be joining us in the
upcoming weeks and we strongly believe that
he can continue pushing forward the campaign
for registration and help to improve our industry,
gaining it the respect it deserves.
“Once again, the House of Commons tea
party has been a sell-out and I am looking
forward to meeting you there for afternoon tea
in June. Look out for the report in our Autumn
edition of Hair Council.
“Our Student of the Year competition will also
have been judged by the next time you read this
magazine. Already we’ve seen a huge amount of
high quality work in the first stage, this could be
our toughest final yet. We’ll announce the winner
on line and in these pages in the Autumn.
“Finally, our new website is scheduled
to launch in the near future. Can I please ask
you to send us your e-mail addresses to
registrar@haircouncil.org.uk, so that you
are able to gain full access of the new
membership area.”
Thanks
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in the news state registered hairdressers

star training
A star in the latest series of BBC1’s
The Apprentice, hairdresser Charleine
Wain SRH returned home to Wales
this Spring to attend Salon Cymru,
a top event for hairdressing and
beauty talent. Impressed by what
she found, Charleine was particularly delighted when organisers
ISA Training introduced her to
Patrick Cameron, one of Salon
Cymru’s seminar presenters.
“Patrick had always been someone
I wanted to meet,” Charleine said.
“He is very inspirational, exactly how
I thought he would be. He gave me
some fantastic advice when I was
setting up my salon.”
For his part Patrick added he’d
followed Charleine’s achievements
to date, saying: “She has so much
to offer.” Patrick also gave a big
thumbs up to Salon Cymru’s new
venue, which he described as

ISA Training’s
chairman
Shirley DavisFox with
Charleine
Wain at Salon
Cymru in
Cardiff

more intimate and exciting for the
competitors. “I particularly liked
walking into the venue and feeling
the buzz, which took me back to
my competition days. This event
is important because it focuses
on skills.”
Shirley Davis-Fox, ISA Training’s

chair, said she was delighted with
the fabulous, contemporary venue
and the number of entries in the
competitions for 2016.  She plans
to visit Charleine who has agreed to
support the Hair Council’s campaign
for all qualified hairdressers to be
state registered.”
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Anne Veck
SRH was the
first British
hairdresser to
make the final
of the Revlon
Professional
Stylemasters
contest – held
in Paris this
April. Once
there, she
beat off all
competition
to take the
Global Style
Master 2016
title presented
to her in
front of 4400
spectators
from more
than 60
different
countries.

double joy
The Alternative Hair Show has been
announced for 16 October with the
theme ‘Odyssey’ and featuring a
stellar line-up of talent, including
many State Registered Hairdressers
and supporting brands. Flying the
flag for high standards among the
SRH community, we’re delighted to
see Mahogany, Sassoon, Robert
Masciave and Anne Veck. Great
examples of the top talent who
believe it’s vital to #getregistered.

colour vision
Gary Taylor SRH is making
the most of his year as North
Western Hairdresser of the Year,
including a trip to Australia this
Spring to present his winning
collection to 350 salon owners
at the Brisbane Convention &
Exhibiton Centre. The guest
of HairBiz Forum – run by
Australian bi-monthly trade
magazine HairBiz – Gary
incorporated Schwarzkopf
Professional’s recently launched
IGORA ColorWorz range into
the presentation by translating
his winning black and white
photographic collection into full
colour on-stage models.
“It was fantastic to showcase

my work on an international
stage, and to represent
British hairdressing at such

a prestigious event was an
invaluable experience,” he
declared.

Skyler
McDonald
plays her part
in giving the
FAME team
great advice

A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
Skyler McDonald SRH
welcomed the Fellowship for
British Hairdressing FAME team
to the seanhanna Academy to
hear her take on education and
advice. A former FAMEr herself,

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Skyler demonstrated a wealth
of fundamental avant garde
techniques to inspire her group,
then went onto showcase her
innovative concept of changing
hair colour by applying heat.

It was a Wow! moment for all.
Sean Hanna himself joined them
for a working lunch, discussing
his own business journey and
the practicalities of being a
hairdresser running a salon.
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PRODUCT news

Browse some of our favourite new launches and must-have products:
Paul Mitchell Awapuhi Mirror
Smooth High Gloss Primer
uses the KeraReflect blend
comprised of Natural Abyssian
oil, awapuhi extract, keratin
protein and thermal protectors.
Resulting in smoother, glossier
and less frizzy hair.
Visit: www.paul-mitchell.co.uk
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Goldwell Kerasilk Colour Dry
Shampoo uses an innovative
formula that does not leave
visible residue in the hair when
compared to classic powderbased dry shampoos. The
new formula with keratins,
silk and tamanu oil gives hair
a brilliant shine, leaving it
smooth to the touch.
Visit: www.goldwell.co.uk

Kérastase L’Incroyable Blowdry is
a reshapeable heat lotion that allows
infinite styling options to the hair
without reapplying the products,
all with no stiffness. Blowdrys will
not only last longer, but will be more
malleable and several looks can be
created with only one application.
Visit: www.kerastase.co.uk

Fudge Professional
Paddle Brush has
a rubber grip and
provides a flexible
approach to creating
straight, static-free blow
dries. The unique teeth
detangle and effortlessly
glide through long, thick
hair without causing
damage.
Tel: +44 (0) 207 845 6333
Schwarzkopf Professional
Fibreplex Shampoo works
alongside the Fibreplex
No. 3 Bond Maintainer to
create bong strength within
the hair fibre. The shampoo
also delivers long-lasting
colour protection, intense
nourishment and healthy
shine.
Tel: +44 (0) 800 526 741

Denman ProTip 100% Pure
Boar Bristle Brushes uses
dense bristle tufts and are ideal
for smoothing and polishing
for a lustrous finish. The spiral
bristle pattern offers increased
penetration for added grip and
control.
Tel: +44 (0) 800 262 509

Cloud Nine Limited Edition White
Touch has two temperature settings,
165°C and 195°C, that can be
switched between by touching
the plates together two or three
times. The exclusive ‘White Touch’
straighteners will be priced at £99,
with £10 (+VAT) of each sale going
to the Great Ormond Street Hospital
Children’s charity supporting their
annual Bad Hair Day campaign.
Visit: www.cloudnine.com

Davines Your
Hair Assistant
Blow Dry Primer
gives body, shine
and protection
to the hair, while
supporting the
blow-dry, with
totally natural
effect. The
formula is paraben-free.
Tel: +44 (0) 203 303 5449

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Available exclusively to salons
Hair by Franco Vallelonga, Percy and Reed
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Call NOW to find out how you could start growing your retail business TODAY.
We provide POS, e-learning and one-on-one stylist training to support you all the way.
www.viviscalprofessional.co.uk 0845 399 0035 enquiries@viviscalprofessional.com

professional

you too can become a master craftsman

Congratulations
to these
new Master
Craftsmen
Victoria Lynch, Stockton on
Tees, Cleveland
Frank Hackett, Co Limerick,
Ireland
Victoria Shelley, Elmsworth,
Hants
Steven Forbes, Exeter, Devon
Nikki Lanaghan, Wigan,
Greater Manchester
Marchella Broughton, Great
Barr, Birmingham
Kevin Boyle, Sutton Coldfield,
West Midlands
S J Bond, Norwich, Norfolk
Glyn Jones, Coleford,
Gloucestershire
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The Hair Council are pleased
to announce the brand new
Master Craftsman Diploma
for Barbers. Hairdressers and
barbers can join the likes of Lino
Carbosiero MBE (main image),
Mark Coray, Anne Veck, Andrew
Barton and other industry
professionals in celebrating
their skills and qualifications by
applying to become recognised
as a master of your craft. If you
have been a State Registered
Hairdresser or Barber for over

two years and have management
or teaching experience you may
be eligible to become a Master
Craftsman in Hairdressing or
Barbering. This prestigious and
select hairdressing award puts
you among the cream of British
hairdressing and barbering.
The Master Craftsman Diploma
comes in four different formats
and all new Master Craftsmen
will be listed on the new Hair
Council website – see your name
at www.haircouncil.org.uk

For more
information
on how
to become
a Master
Craftsman
contact the
Hair Council on
020 8760 7010

hairdressing and barbersing award presentations

Silver Metal Plaque
on a black mount
in quality silver
frame

Burnished Brass
Plaque
mounted on faux
dark wood

Diploma in
Hairdressing
in a specially
made frame

Silver Metal
Plaque
in a modern-look
acrylic frame

www.haircouncil.org.uk

As a thank you for your commitment to helping hairdressers in need,
we have created three exclusive levels to aspire to:

Join the club at www.habb.org
T: 01737 212494 | info@habb.org | @habbcharity | #HairdressersHelpingHairdressers

INTERVIEW
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As well as
salon work,
Lino is a
keen session
stylist. He
recently
worked on
the AW16
show for Vin
and Omi.
Photography:
Alexander
Bather &
Harkness
photography
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Man with a passion
Talking shop with Lino Carbosiero MBE MSRH inevitably means talking
politics, too. Based at Daniel Galvin in central London, he is hairdresser
to prime minister David Cameron, and an ardent supporter of the
#GetRegistered campaign. He possesses a heart-felt commitment
to the development of better education across our industry, too
“As a young man in London I worked at Neville Daniel
(owned by Neville Tucker and Daniel Hersheson) –
they were massive in the 80s. We were the Queen’s
hairdressers by royal appointment. I trained alongside Errol Douglas, Richard Ward and Paul Edmonds,
and I qualified within a year. Two years later I was their
second busiest hairdresser. After a brief foray of a few
years trying my hand at running my own salon, in 1993
I came here to Daniel Galvin.
“What makes the hairdressing industry amazing is
that our contact networks are insane. Why aren’t we
using these network to make this industry better? The

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Hair Council has been going 54 years and I’m the first
person doing a prime minister’s hair who has used this
connection to help. David [Cameron] allowed me twice
to take the Hair Council to meet advisors in Parliament.
He also took us into his own office and sat down with
us for 10 minutes to ask us what we are looking to do
and gave us advice.
“Like most of the public, most of the MPs don’t
understand or really know anything about hairdressing.
The psychological part of our work is so huge; people
leave a salon feeling elated, when they weren’t on
arrival. That’s not just cutting hair! Our job can be very

INTERVIEW

We have to think
outside the box to make
hairdressing better.
Let’s organise our council
and get that really strong.
Make sure people who
want to do it, do it and
then bring in the other
organisations.’
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Creative
hairpieces
and styling
by Lino for
Vin and Omi
AW16

glamorous but it can be really tough. We’re looked at
as being fluffy, and we’re not. It really annoys me when
people say it’s easy. Physically, mentally, psychologically it’s hard. Your body feels it; your back, your neck,
your knees… The pressure of timings and maintaining
standards all day is very difficult.
“I’ve seen so many talented people drop off because
they didn’t get the training. If you give people the chance
to be taught properly, you give them the chance to
travel the world and they can take their trade anywhere.
If you are just shampooing all-day or sweeping up;
where’s the motivation in that? If you don’t train people
to be as good as yourself or better, you’re not going
to make any more money because you’re doing all the
work and you’ve only got one pair of hands! Even if you
don’t think you are a good ‘technical’ teacher, you can
teach psychologically; how to talk to a client or how to
present yourself. It’s our duty as senior hairdressers
that if someone helps you, they deserve the right to
be taught something in return. It’s so important and
ultimately a reflection of you.
“I was blessed with being given my MBE medal
and maybe that’s my karma for really trying to help.
I have my award and I am very proud of it. I was so
shocked when I got the nomination that I even filled
the acceptance form in wrong! I thought it was David
[Cameron] who nominated me but it wasn’t.
“My involvement with the Hair Council comes with a
belief we should have a recognised body and that we
should start from the Hair Council downwards. Make
the Hair Council the umbrella body with everyone else
including creative, business and education associations inside it. The heads of each should be the on the
Hair Council. They can work together to assess the
areas where the Hair Council is weak. If we can bring
the leaders of these other organisations together we
would be so much stronger going forward. We have
to think outside the box to make hairdressing better.
Let’s organise our council and get that really strong.
Make sure people who want to do it, do it and then
bring in the other organisations. Whatever it takes,
we have to unite.”
hank you Lino, so interesting to hear your words.
And, we’re delighted to report that the Hair Council
has awarded Lino a plaque commemorating him
as an ‘honorary political ambassador’ in recognition of
his work lobbying parliament and his efforts arranging
Hair Council meetings with the prime minister and
his advisors to voice the aims and objectives of the
campaign. Simultaneously, it was announced that
Daniel Galvin would be presented with a plaque
commemorating him as Patron of Honour for his
longstanding service and commitment to the aims of
the Hair Council. Bravo to Lino and Daniel.

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Italian Designed, Italian Manufactured, Aston & Fincher Service. Ginevra Chair £379 + VAT
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Premium insurance products
without the Price Tag!
Tailored Insurance
Solutions for:
Salon/ Barbershop owners
Freelance Individuals
(inc Chair Renters
Home Salon,
Mobile & Session
Stylists)

‘Designed with you in mind’
Salon Standard cover incorporates:
Business Interruption ~ Contents ~ Employers/ Public & Product Liability ~ Glass ~ Legal Expenses ~ Money ~ Treatment Risk
How to #getinsured or #getaquote
www.just-hair-insurance.co.uk
info@ just-hair-insurance.co.uk

T&C’S Apply

01923 894360

The Hairdressing Council is an Introducer Appointed Representative of Just Hair Insurance, the trading style of ACM Broking Limited. ACM Broking
Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under firm reference number 300686. You can check this on the FCA’s
Register by visiting the FCA’s website www.fca.org.uk/register or by contacting the FCA on 0800 111 6768.

insurance

An insurance consultation
Just Hair’s Gary Crowder considered the need to add value with client consultation.
This should be considered as a two-way risk management engagement process
“It’s time, and long overdue, for salons and
common practice within hairdressing to encourage
freelancers to take a step back and undertake an
your clients to trust you with their wellbeing and
assessment of their business from a financial and risk
overall look, especially if it is a departure from the
management viewpoint. Rather than reviewing your
norm. Examples of this include ‘colour correction’,
current insurance programme against alternatives
resolving a client’s hair from a bad experience
year-on-year, relying specifically on price or cover
elsewhere and/ or reactions following colour
(or what you assume is covered), I believe added
application. Integrity, professionalism and trust
value needs to be considered. Here’s how you should
are all elements which you demonstrate and
be regarding the question of insurance cover:
instill within your team to help differentiate your
business to everyone else.
• Financials; this is specific to you and your business.
“I recently wrote an article for ‘The Broker’,
Remember your fit-out/ refurbishment is the starting
the British Insurance Brokers Association (BIBA)
point and anything less reflects ‘under-insurance’.
magazine discussing how insurance and the hair
Your Accountant will write down the value of assets,
sector interact and the role of the Hair Council.
these figures are not accurate as the insurance
I posed the question ‘Who is to blame?’ Are
model relies on ‘replacement as new’ values.
insurance providers equally culpable to the glaring
• A checklist; create a document to query your exact
failings of cover for the hairdressing community?
needs rather than simply mirroring the cover you
Insurance has an important role to play in the
have had previously.
hairdressing/ barbering sector; I continue to be
• Ascertain any hazards to you, employees and
shocked by enquiries for hair salons/barbershops
visitors (clients); I visited a salon recently and went
where the existing arrangements are simply not
about my business like so many that can be seen
fit for purpose.
down any high street – eyes glued to my iPhone
and promptly tripped into the salon! My fault? Or
• This must be where the Insurance industry fail
most and simply forget to ask the right/ relevant
was it? The entrance to the salon noted a step up
questions either at quotation stage or renewal
to the door and then another down into the shop.
Hazard and accident waiting to happen. Slip and
• Education is a key driver in the sales negotiation.
The salon/ barbershop or freelance individual
trip hazards are commonplace and any
is the keeper of all knowledge but invariably
action to negate these must be reviewed.
will only divulge this when prompted
• Are you complying with your Music Licence
(PRS/ PPL) and have you contacted
• So who is to blame here; the client or
insurers? Clients strive to better the
your local council to discuss the need
current or invited renewal premium to
for a Personal and Premises Licence for
the detriment of the cover they seek
providing alcohol as part of your service
“My advice is to implement good service
plan? It must be noted that Councils seek
and consider…:
to ensure that proprietors are complying
with legislation - the supply of alcohol falls
• Are you or we (insurance community)
asking the right questions?
within the Licensing Act 2003!
• Do you or we (insurance community)
• Client data; Cyber risks are real! Data
remain reliant that the standard treatment
Protection is extremely topical and one not
risk wording covers you?
to be underestimated. Is your WIFI secure/
encrypted or accessible to passersby using
• Remember if in doubt, these three words
should resolve any confusion from both
WIFI Hotspots? Opening an innocent email
sides: Disclosure’ honesty; transparency.”
can lead to a data breach and virus on your
 Ascertain any
system/s and or website. Stand-alone cover
can be provided.
Gary Crowder, Account Director, Just Hair
hazards to you,
Insurance www.just-hair-insurance.co.uk
• Customer Care and After Care plans are
employees and

visitors (clients).’
www.haircouncil.org.uk
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promotion

Look out
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The Hair Council is online, in print an on message. Join in!
Great excitement as we share
news the new Hair Council
website is nearly ready for the
big reveal. As well as a more
streamlined look which is a cynch
to navigate in order to find the
information you need, we’ve
added the premium listing feature.
As a registered member, now
you can advertise your SRH/SRB
status and your salon/barbershop
with a page of your own on our
brand new premium listing. We
will create a page including a map
and salon information, making
it really easy for visitors to find
an SRH/SRB in their area. To be
eligible for your voucher entitling
to your first year free Just send
your email address to Susan via
registrar@haircouncil.org.uk,.
Subject line should be your full
name and/or registration number.

Alternatively, give us a ring on
020 8760 8010.
Our new look Hair Council
magazine is a year old! We think
the makeover has been amazing.
As a brand you can advertise with
us and reach more than 8000
industry names with a print or
online edition of the magazine.
A page ad starts at £500 for a
once insertion … deals to be had
for a regular booking. Contact us
to find out more. Tel: 020 8760
8010.
Our Facebook, Twitter and
Pinterest sites for Hair Council are
great ways to stay in the know
with industry happenings and to
share your creative work. Take a
moment to join up now and be in
touch with your fellow SRH and
SRB. We are a community – be
part of this.
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IMAGE-MAKERS

The Hair Council
promotes the high
standards in skills
and artistry. Here is
our selection of some
beautiful collections
created by salons
and hairdressers
bearing the title SRH.
Be inspired.

The
collections
20
AKIN KONIZI

19

22
COLOUR WINNER

www.haircouncil.org.uk

24
RAW

the collections Akin Konizi

British
He’s an erstwhile British Hairdresser of the
Year, who inspires us with his clarity of vision
and pursuit of perfection in all his technical
and creative work. Akin Konizi, international
creative director at HOB Salons is a genius
editorially. Watch, ponder and learn!
Hair: Akin Konizi SRH, international creative
director @ HOB Salons
Make Up: Lan Nguyen-Grealis
Stylist: Ozzy Shah
Photographer: Jenny Hands

20
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the collections tasha stevens

Colour queen
Influenced by art movements
through the ages, and drawn
to various periods in history
when colour has been
particularly emotional, Tasha
Stevens at Jamie Stevens has
delivered a strong, moving
collection. We hope you like
it as much as we do
Hair: Tasha Stevens SRH at Jamie Stevens
Make Up: Dragon & Kanama
Photographer: Jens Wilkholm

24

RAW
Inspired by the textured
and monochromatic work
of the infamous Italian
photographer, Paolo
Roversi – the intention
behind this interesting
collection from Michelle
Thompson at Francesco
Group, is to provide a raw,
enticing, enchanting feel.
Bravo!
Hair: Michelle Thompson SRH
Products: Wella Professional
Photographer: Richard Miles

www.haircouncil.org.uk

the collections MICHELLE THOMPSON

penny etheridge hairdressing business

Imitation game
There’s an old adage that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, but is it? Business
consultant Penny Etheridge at Radiant Hair Consultancy puts her 30+ years in hair
and beauty to good use, and takes a look at the ramifications of copying!

26

“There is nothing wrong with being inspired by the
newsletters and always with an accompanying
work of others but at what point does inspiration
title. Use titles such as Company Director or in my
turn into downright imitation? And it’s even worse
case Head of Creative Development. Becoming
if the imitator denies all knowledge of what or who
an intrinsic part of your brand will create the
inspired them, and claims your hard work and great
uniqueness that no competitor can copy, because
ideas as their own.
they don't have you!
“I don’t believe having copycats is any fun, but
• Make your customers feel loved. The key thing
you can fight back. I actually pride myself these
that separates two salons offering similar services
day on the amount of times I have been copied! It’s
is the level of customer service they offer. If you
can offer your customers consistently amazing
infuriating and soul-destroying having a competitor
customer service, they will be loyal for life and
constantly copying your ideas, but I have learned
won't even bother looking anywhere else. Love
how to protect ideas and concepts. I have a list of
them and they will love you back !
key elements to help protect your unique brand
and style of salon, and taking action on these points
• Work out why customers come to you. Have
regular consumer evenings, invite clients along
will make your business ever stronger and more
to the salon monthly to try out new products, hold
successful!
styling classes.
• Protect your intellectual property. Use all the legal
protection available to protect what you own.
• Find a niche. If you focus on a very specific area of
a market, your business will become synonymous
Trademark names, logos and slogans; patent
with what you are offering and make it hard for
your in house processes; protect designs.
competitors to break in.
Visit the Intellectual Property Office website
www.ipo.gov.uk for details of how to do this.
• Keep entering business and industry awards.
Nothing has bigger marketing potential
• Run an annual IP check to ensure
than becoming a Grand Finalist or even
that nothing new needs to be added.
winner in National and Local awards.
Consistent assessing, understanding and
maximising your IP should be a crucial
• Innovate constantly. Keep updating
new products or services because if
part of business strategy. It's only when
you never stand still, your competitors
you know exactly what IP your company
will find it hard to keep up. Shout out
holds will you recognise its relevance to
about all your training accomplishments.
your current business. Remember, the
Keep pace with industry trends and
position of your logo, or even the colour
attend Trade shows, seminars and local
of your design can all be valuable assets
business events as much as you can.
which need protecting.
“And finally - don’t become so
• Create a strong brand. Branding is
obsessed about what your competitors are
considered to be so effective at keeping
doing that you forget to be obsessed by
customers loyal and competitors at
what your business is doing. REMEMBER
bay that a good brand can add untold
NO ONE COPIES A FAILURE!”
amounts to the value of your business.
• Consider becoming the face and
Consider
Penny offers one to one consultancy
figurehead of your business. Many
becoming the face
as well as Team Training sessions. All
great names in the industry have used
and figurehead
registered Hairdressers can enjoy a 25%
their own name and image to drive their
of your business
discount for services undertaken. For more
business forward .If you don’t want to
use your own name make sure your
information call 07768383954 or email
name appears in publications or any
penny@radianthairconsultancy.com
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hellen ward hairdressing business

The Business of Hair
Hellen Ward is a director at the Richard Ward salon in London
and also works as a business consultant and educator. She
is the author of several books on salon management for City
& Guilds. Follow her words of advice for Hair Council members:
“It’s increasing clear to me that as an industry we
once perceived but a laborious struggle. And it
no longer have the luxury of solely being creative
shows; to their teams and worse, their clients.
but we are expected to display a certain level of
“But there is a way out. It involves planting some
business acumen. Many other creative professions
acorns before they grow into the sturdy oak trees
perhaps don’t have that same level of pressure. Or
they want. Does Richard Branson greet you at the
do they?
check-in desk for your Virgin Train or flight? Course
“An actress friend invited me to a BAFTA private
not. Would you expect him to? Course not. He takes
the time out to run his business as only he can.
premiere screening (Eye in the Sky with Dame Helen
“The salon owner starts charging a little bit
Mirren - produced by Colin Firth) and afterwards
more money, cutting out their first and last client
there was a Q&A with actors, scriptwriter, producers
of the day to give themselves the time to deal with
and directors. It made me think about how they
the very real issues their salon business faces, to
are free to enjoy their work and creativity without
start appraising and reviewing team performance,
having to worry about themselves as a business.
to spend time marketing the salon, studying their
Or maybe they do! They have pressure to gain
target market to remain competitive. Running their
followers in social media and think of themselves as
businesses instead of their businesses running
a brand. They need to be ‘out there’ in order to be
them ragged.
considered for roles, and of course they have to run
“All while trying to get their loyal clients to visit
their financial affairs properly and compliantly. So
other team members for some of the lesser
are we that much different from any other
services they perform so that they can
business sector these days? I doubt it.
actually spend some time watering the
“Think of the pattern – best hairdresser
acorns and cultivating the seeds they are
in the salon, busiest colour technician,
sowing, they will slowly see results.
most expert therapist. The most creative
“Ultimately, if we are in business, then we
are the most likely to branch out and take
are businessmen and women above being
the entrepreneurial step of going out on
hairdressers. That’s the way the world has
their own. But they continue to be a busy,
changed and it isn’t going to regress into
over-booked person only now they have
the yesteryear attitude of ‘Don’t ask me
a new challenge. It’s their till. They work
– that’s the accountant’s responsibility!’ that
their butts off to take the money and
many of us relied upon in the past.
never give themselves time to run their
“And the quicker we ‘get with the
businesses. Time wasted not building up
programme’ and accept that, the more we
other team members and delegating out,
can enjoy growing and developing not only
instead in favour of doing that client who
our teams, but our businesses, too.”
ONLY EVER wants to see them, is a false
There’s no time
economy.
to do HR or
“There’s no time to do HR or motivate
motivate
people
people when you’re running around like
when you’re
Hellen Ward is a leading educator, author and
a headless chicken, is there? So the
running
around
lecturer making her the definitive Business
already-fed-up team get more fed up
Guru for our industry. She is Chairman of
and start leaving, resulting in the ownerlike a headless
the government initiative Trailblazers for the
manager becoming ever more reliant on
chicken, is there?
hairdressing sector and has just completed
fitting that vital client in to swell the coffers.
The vicious circle perpetuates. Suddenly
her term as Chairman of the Fellowship for
it’s not as fun and exciting as their dreams
British Hairdressing. www.hellenward.com
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david wright hairdressing business

The National Minimum Wage
Business advisor David Wright BA (Hons) FIPD, knows his employment law
inside out and has good advice on implementing the National Minimum Wage
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“The National Minimum Wage (NMW) was
12 months of their 19th birthday, when you appoint
introduced in 1999 and at that time was £3.60 for
them. In this case, the 18-20 rate is payable 12
an adult aged 22 or over. Each year, the Low Pay
months after the date of their appointment.
Commission listens to many interest groups and
“However there are other issues relating to
makes a recommendation about what the rate
apprentices and the NMW detailed below:
should be. The Government in turn considers their
1. Minimum Wage and Level 3 apprentices:
recommendations, and agrees the rate which is
The Pay and Work Rights Helpline confirmed that
then implemented on 1st October each year.
‘signing up for a new level separately from the
“The current hourly rates are as follows with the
original apprenticeship (signing up for a Level 3 after
figures they rise to on 1 October 2016 in brackets:
completing the Level 2) does mean that the level 3
• adults age 21 and over = £6.70 (£6.90)
is a new apprenticeship. What this means is that
• adults age 18-20 = £5.30 (£5.50)
the £3.30 rate will apply for the first 12 months of
the Level 3 if the apprentice is already aged 19.” So
• teenagers of 16 and 17 years old = £3.87 (£4)
• apprentice rate = £3.30 (£3.40)
it makes sense to offer apprentices an agreement
“The position has been further complicated
for Level 2 and make no mention whatsoever about
by the new ‘national living wage’ which is for
Level 3. At the end of their Level 2 apprenticeship,
employees aged 25 and over, and is £7.20. It is
firstly you can filter out the better candidates and
payable from April this year, instead of October,
offer them a NEW apprenticeship for Level 3.
which just adds to the confusion. Effectively, we
There is no requirement for there to be a break in
now have a NMW for apprentices and then four
service between the two contracts. But I can point
separate age categories.
out that many salons do pay a higher rate
“The fines for non payment of the
to level 3 apprentices.
national living wage have increased to
2. Should an apprentice be paid for
200% of the arrears (unless paid with
the hours spent at college? Anyone on
in 14 days), plus a fine of up to £20,000
a registered apprenticeship which has
for each employee underpaid. There is
a college study requirement, should be
also the threat of being disqualified as a
paid for the hours which they are studying
or attending at college, even if this is an
director. HMRC has a new team policing
the living wage and hairdressing is one of
evening class. Hence if the apprenticeship
the targeted sectors (we know a significant
course require one day attendance at
proportion of employers already named
college each week, and the college day
and shamed come from the hairdressing
last six hours, the apprentice should be
sector).
paid for those six hours – although lunch
“Additionally, a voluntary living wage
and any other breaks do not have to be
which is given as £8.25/hour, with a
paid.
London Living Wage of £9.40/hour. But
“With hairdressing an industry
With hairdressing
I do stress this is entirely voluntary.
employing so many youngsters, it pays
an industry
“It might be tempting to do so, but
to get your calculations right!”
employing
so
dismissing staff aged over 25 or making
many youngsters,
redundancies targeting over 25s would
If you want help, for the annual fee of
it pays to get
break the age discrimination rules.
just £225 (a 10% discount on the normal
“Let’s look at the age groups separately:
fee) contact David on 07930 358067
your calculations
Apprentices are particularly tricky. They
or 01302 563691, or email info@
right!
receive the aged 18-20 rate when they
davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk. You can also
reach their 19th birthday. The exception to
take a look at his website at
this is if they were 19 or over, or are within
www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk
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grooming

The
barber’s place
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GROOMING

From boutique to classic, modern to retro,
barbershops come in all shapes and sizes,
as do barbers! As well as creative and technical
skills, the key to building a good business is
education, business knowledge and a marketing
strategy. There’s so much information to share,
we’ve decided to dedicate a larger section of
the Hair Council to #getregistered barbering.
But we’re relying on you to keep us informed
too, so don’t be shy! Get in touch with your news,
stories and ideas. Email elle@haircouncil.org.uk
29
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It’s so refreshing to see the improvement in quality
and style of mens barbering photography. No
excuse for the clichéd, sun-faded pictures in the
window that don’t do your skills justice. Ensure you
have great imagery that appeals to your clients and
inspires them with confidence in your barbering and
grooming expertise. Here are two of our favourite
collections from recent months:
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Portrait
Hooker & Young SRH showcase
hair that is actually what men
want to wear, they say. Inspired
by the old United Colours of
Benetton ads, they embraced
different nationalities to create an
atmosphere rather than single,
beautiful images.
Hair: Hooker & Young
Photographer: Jack Eames
Make Up: Megumi Matsuno

www.haircouncil.org.uk

BARBERING

Revival
Aiden Horwood SRB released this
collection, which he describes as an
artistic collision of past, present and
future that challenges what ready-towear can be for men. He’s inspired
by two overlapping trends; the retro
futurism movement, and manga.
Hair: Aiden Horwood
Photographer: Karla Majnaric
Stylist: Simone Vinski
Make Up: Kyanne Wagenveld
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The Barber Book
Published by Phaidon 2016
Here’s one for the shop coffee table, or a little
incentive present to your trainee… the Barber Book
is described as a fun guide to the most popular
men’s haircuts of the 20th Century. It celebrates the tradition of the barber
shop through the defining decades of the 1940s, 50s and 60s when a
weekly appointment was par for the course. Each chapter looks at one of
19 cult cuts including the Brylcreem look, crew-cut, Mohawk, undercut,
Afro, skinhead and untamed beard, and includes illustrations by an artist
on how to cut each style and explore contemporary variations.

A question of trust
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It seems that barbers are now also
among the most trusted professions
in the UK, with men seeing their
barbers as confidants as well as
haircutters. Oh yes! In a recent
poll of 1312 men* conducted by the
Blubeards Revenge brand, some
18% declared their barber to be
the most trusted professional, with
doctors taking second place on
15% of the vote, followed by police
officers, firefighters and judges.
Least trusted were politicians,
journalists and bankers! Simon
Bethel, who runs Sandyman Chop
Shop barbershop in Exeter, said:
“Customers trust us because we
welcome them and take the time to
listen. We have no ulterior motive
whatsoever when dishing out
advice, and the fact that for the most
part, we don’t know anything about
their lives than what they choose to
share, affords them a certain level of
anonymity.”
The Trust Survey results come at
a time when business is booming
for barbershops across Britain,
with recent findings from the British
Barbers’ Association revealing a
surge of 15% in new openings in
Scotland and 14% across the rest of
the UK over the past twelve months.
*men living in Britain and contacted
by email in March 2016

The king’s campaign
Capturing the movement for hip
50s retro style American Crew has
snapped up the right to use Elvis
as an icon in their new campaign.
The King certainly has plenty of

swagger and arguably remains
the coolest cat with a quiff. We
loved the reveal show in Paris this
April – with awesome models and
pounding tracks to get us in the
mood to celebrate.
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BARBERING

Training schedule
Mike Taylor SRB is director of the
British Barber Association, and
also owns six barbershops and
an Academy. With 25 years in the
industry, he is dedicated to raising
standards of barbering as well as the
profile of barbers in the UK. We invited
him to share an overview of how to
ensure a good training in barbering:
“Typically, the Barbering NVQ 2
should take you a minimum of 12
months to complete to ensure you are
gaining enough skills and knowledge
to begin working in the industry.
Throughout the course, you should
look to be doing at least 150 men’s
cuts. To get this training, you have
three options:
“Private: Great if you can afford
it. There are many barbering training
centres that offer NVQ’s and VRQ’s
and they should cost anywhere
between £2K-£5K. Do your research
and shop around before you invest
your time and money. Have a look
around the centre, meet the staff and
ask lots of questions! … ensure you
are gaining an accredited qualification.
“Apprenticeship: In-house training
from a barbershop and a recognised
qualification from a college or
training provider. The only problem
is barbering apprenticeships can
be hard to find and you need to be
prepared to work hard for little money
– the national minimum wage for an
apprentice is currently £3.30 per hour.
There are also government incentives
in place to support employers in
recruiting apprentices. From 2017,
new apprenticeship standards
will be introduced that have been
designed by employer groups known
as ‘trailblazers’. This means that
employers will be at the forefront of
the development of apprenticeships
helping to create a workforce that has
skills relevant to the industry.
“Full-time study: The key to full
time study is to find the right college
or training provider. Make sure when

you go to the college, you don’t get
sold a different course to the one you
want. Class sizes can be big in these
environments so ask them about their
client base – will there be enough
clients to go around the class? In a
lot of colleges you will be expected to
bring in your own models. Also make
sure that your tutor has barbershop
experience – this is important so that

you can ensure you are receiving the
best training. Learning in a college
environment can be fun and rewarding
but you have to make sure the college
you choose take barbering seriously.
For more information or
advice please email info@
miketayloreducation.com or visit
www.miketayloreducation.com
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GROOMING products

For the boys – our choice of
newbies to interest your clients

Aveda Invati Men Nourishing
Exfoliating Shampoo has
a creamy and lightweight
formula that exfoliates the
scalp and conditions the hair
to help strength thinning hair.
Wintergreen-derived salicylic
acid helps remove build-up
and excess sebum that can
clog pores.
Visit: www.aveda.co.uk
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Reuzel Scrub Shampoo has
a unique combination of
cleansing and scrubbing
agents with spearmint
and tonic blend of witch
hazel, nettle leaf, rosemary
and horsetail root. An
ideal product for users
of heavy styling products
which cleanses the hair and
promotes scalp health.
Tel: +44 (0) 1392 365 177

Babyliss Pro Super Motor Clipper is a
new heavy-duty professional tool with
a high-torque pivot motor for supreme
power. The Japanese steel blades feature
a super sharp V cutting angle allowing for
smooth, precise cutting on all hair types.
Visit: www.babylisspro.co.uk

Mitch System Barber’s
Classic utilizes smoothing
and conditioning ingredients
to make hair easier to handle
while the long-lasting styling
fixative locks hair in place. Great
for classic styles and can be worked
quickly through the hair with comb or fingers.
Visit: www.paul-mitchell.co.uk/MITCH

American Crew Fiber uses
fiber-like, resinous products
to help thicken, texturize and
increase fullness to the hair,
Provides a strong, pliable hold
with a matte finish.
Visit: www.americancrew.com

Jack Dean Pompadour is a high quality
comb which has 8 widely spaced teeth to
create the classic pompadour look as well as
distributing wet products through the hair.
Tel: +44 (0) 800 262 509

Osmo Beard Complex is
a conditioning oil infused
with Argan Oil and Vitamins
A and E to moisturize and
restore the beard and
surrounding skin. The
complex can be used
as a finishing product to
create a smooth, health
looking beard.
Visit: www.osmo.uk.com
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The Iconic

               
         

   

       

THE DENMAN D3 SEVEN-ROW STYLING BRUSH.
Often copied, never equalled.

Hair
Council

Denman supports the
#getregistered campaign
as the way forward
for professionalising
the hairdressing and
barbering industry

NOW
AVAILABLE
IN THE UK
Clipper GP80
• Unrivalled Japanese
Tempered Blades and
Patented Technology
• Superior Linear Motor,
Hi-Tech X-Taper Blade and
Incredible Performance
Specially designed
Japanese blades firmly
catch and cut the hair

1hr

Lithium-ion battery

Full
Charge

Trimmer

Clipper

GP21

GP80

50Usemin

Continuous, maximum
power, cordless cutting

Trimmer GP21
FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICING,
PLEASE CONTACT

DENMAN INTERNATIONAL
0800 262 509

• Easy to hold, lightweight,
ergonomic design
8hr
Full
Charge

40Usemin

Nickel-Metal hydride
(NiMH) battery
Continuous, maximum
power, cordless cutting

